About Powermat

Powermat is the wireless charging pioneer and leader, provider of the largest wireless charging network in the world, and the forefront of inductive wireless charging technology development.

Powermat’s vision is to change the paradigm of how we all consume power. No more cumbersome dependency on limiting cables. We all need to be free to run our busy day-to-day lives without worrying about our phone battery dying. Powermat solves this by providing seamless access to power everywhere you go. When you are out and about on your busy day, wirelessly charging while drinking coffee in your favorite coffee shop, eating lunch, or exercising at the gym, your battery anxiety is eliminated. You can count on Powermat to keep you and your mobile phone charged all day long.

Powermat enables public spaces such as universities, airports and restaurants to improve customer satisfaction by providing them the seamless experience of wireless charging technology. Powermat’s mobile app increases customer engagement and gets higher store foot traffic while providing them with timely relevant offers. As the trend in wireless charging accelerates, Powermat is the only company combining an intelligent wireless charging solution with a powerful customer engagement platform.

Powermat also enables OEM providers to offer wireless charging to their customers. Powermat owns the Intellectual Property of essential elements in induction wireless charging future-proof and adaptive technology. OEM providers of mobile phones, automotive, computing and more can rely on Powermat for the most advanced wireless charging technology.

Supported by our market leader partners such as Starbucks, Samsung, General Motors & Flex, we can all live life at 100%.

For more information please visit www.powermat.com.